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  A  Physics Trivial Pursuit question? 

What’s the connection between 
  gravity and life insurance ?  



  The laws of motion and gravity  
My story begins with this man 

Sir Isaac Newton (1643 – 1727) 



  Newton’s Laws of motion 

!   First Law 
    Every body continues at rest or  
    in motion in a straight line unless       
    acted upon by an outside force 

!   Second Law 
    The acceleration of a body 
    is proportional to the force  
    acting on it (in the direction  
    that the force is acting) 

!   Third Law 
    For every action, there is an  
    equal and opposite reaction 

  The laws of motion and gravity  



  
It’s the popular notion that  

Newton “discovered” gravity  
and the story is that he did so 

when struck on the head by an 
apple while sleeping under a tree 

                        Gravitational Force 
Universal law of gravitation 



  
It’s the popular notion that  

Newton “discovered” gravity  
and the story is that he did so 

when struck on the head by an 
apple while sleeping under a tree 

This is a direct 
descendant of 
the apple tree 
that was below 
Newton’s room 
at Cambridge 
University  

                        Gravitational Force 
Universal law of gravitation 



  Scientific history in our backyard 

In 1968, to commemorate the  
opening of the TRIUMF lab, 

 cuttings from Newton’s apple 
tree were planted on the 

 south campus of UBC 
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In 1968, to commemorate the  

opening of the TRIUMF lab, 
 cuttings from Newton’s apple 

tree were planted on the 
 south campus of UBC 

Those six trees bear fruit 
 every year. If you nap 

 under one, you may 
discover the next 

big thing in science 

Scientific history in our backyard 

                        Gravitational Force 

This is a direct 
descendant of 
the apple tree 
that was below 
Newton’s room  
at Cambridge 
University  





  Universal law of gravitation 

Between every two objects there is an attractive force  
which is directly proportional to the masses of the objects 

 and inversely proportional to the square of the distance 
between the centres of the objects 

                        Gravitational Force 



  Universal law of gravitation 

Fg
  =  G  

 d2  
 M1 M2

  gravitational constant  
G = 6.67 ! 10-11 N m2 / kg2 

gravitational constant 

                        Gravitational Force 



                                       Principia  
The rule book for that law 



  The laws of motion and gravity  
My story began with this man " 

Sir Isaac Newton     (1643 – 1727) 



  The laws of motion and gravity  
" but the hero of my tale is this man 

Sir Edmond Halley (1656 – 1743) 



  The laws of motion and gravity  
He’s known people by most for this 

Sir Edmond Halley (1656 – 1743) 

Halley’s 
Comet  

(as seen in 1986) 



  The laws of motion and gravity  
" but not for the right reason 

Sir Edmond Halley (1656 – 1743) 

Halley’s 
Comet  

(as seen in 1986) 

Halley didn’t discover this comet.  
but he proposed that comets. 

 that had been seen every 76 years. 
 in history were the same comet. 

 

 He predicted that comet’s return. 



  The laws of motion and gravity  
A legacy of cleverness in the sky 

Sir Edmond Halley (1656 – 1743) 
Halley didn’t discover this comet.  

but he proposed that comets. 
 that had been seen every 76 years. 

 in history were the same comet. 
 

 He predicted that comet’s return. 
 

After it was seen in the sky. 
 when and where he predicted. 

 (but after his death). 
 the comet was named after him. 

 



also designed, 
built and tested 
in 1690 
the forerunner 
of the modern 
diving bell 

He and five friends used it to stay for  
90 minutes beneath the River Thames 
at a depth of 60 feet 

Getting underneath the surface of a problem 

               A scientist adventurer  

Sir Edmond Halley (1656 – 1743) 



also commanded  the sailing ship 
Paramour  to chart the wander of  
the Earth’s north magnetic pole 

Wandering around the globe 
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Paramour  to chart the wander of  
the Earth’s north magnetic pole 

 While sailing the ocean.   
 Halley learned to.  

“curse like a sea dog” 
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also commanded  the sailing ship 
Paramour  to chart the wander of 
the Earth’s north magnetic pole 

Wandering around the globe 

               A scientist adventurer  

Sir Edmond Halley (1656 – 1743) 

 Pirate Captain.  
Jack Sparrow’s. 

family crest. 



also commanded  the sailing ship 
Paramour  to chart the wander of 
the Earth’s north magnetic pole 

Wandering around the globe 

               A scientist adventurer  

Sir Edmond Halley (1656 – 1743) 

 Physics Captain.   
 Isaac Newton’s.  

family crest” 



Wandering around the globe 

               A scientist adventurer  

Sir Edmond Halley (1656 – 1743) 

commanded the  Paramour   
to chart the wander of the  
Earth’s north magnetic pole 



Wandering around the globe 

               A scientist adventurer  

commanded  the sailing ship 
Paramour  to chart the wander of  
the Earth’s north magnetic pole 

Sir Edmond Halley (1656 – 1743) 



Wandering around the globe 

               A scientist adventurer  



When Halley wasn’t wandering, he was " 

               A scientist adventurer  



  “Hooke”d on a problem 

               A scientist’s inspiration  

Halley,  architect  Christopher Wren 

and physicist  Robert Hooke 

to have derived 
Kepler’s Laws of 
planetary motion 

debated in 
January 

1684 
and  

Hooke 
claimed 



Principles of planetary motion 

Johannes Kepler, 
a German mathematician, 

 took two decades 
 to correctly interpret 

Danish astronomer  
 Tycho Brahe’s 

 measurements of 
 the positions of 

 the planet Mars in the sky 
 
 

His three laws of planetary motion 
are still used today 

                  Kepler’s Three Laws  



Planets’ orbits are ellipses 
with the Sun at one focus 

                     Kepler’s First Law  

Sun 

Planet 

semi-major axis 
a 



Sun 

A 

B 

C 

D 

A line joining the planet and the Sun 
sweeps out equal areas in equal times 

                Kepler’s Second Law  



Sun 

A 

B 

C 

D 

 Area 1 = Area 2  

A
re

a 
1 

Area 2 

A line joining the planet and the Sun 
sweeps out equal areas in equal times 

                Kepler’s Second Law  



Sun Aphelion Perihelion 

A 

B 

C 

D 

                Kepler’s Second Law  

fastest 
here 

slowest 
here 

A line joining the planet and the Sun 
sweeps out equal areas in equal times 

A planet’s orbital speed 
changes with changing 
distance from the Sun  



                    Kepler’s Third Law  
The (orbital period)2 is proportional  
to (semi-major axis)3 

61,802 62,099 248.60 39.60 Pluto 
27,159 27,162 164.80 30.06 Neptune 

7,068 7,066 84.07 19.19 Uranus 
867.89 868.25 29.4 9.54 Saturn 
140.66 140.61 11.86 5.20 Jupiter 
21.160 21.254 4.60 2.77 Asteroid belt 
3.5344 3.5118 1.88 1.52 Mars 

1.000 1.000 1.00 1.00 Earth 
0.3844 0.3732 0.62 0.72 Venus 
0.0576 0.0593 0.24 0.39 Mercury 

P 2 a 3 period P 
(years) 

semi-major 
 axis a (AU) 

The planets Kepler knew 
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0.0576 0.0593 0.24 0.39 Mercury 

P 2 a 3 period P 
(years) 

semi-major 
 axis a (AU) 

The planets we now know 

Not a 
planet 

Not a 
planet 



                    Kepler’s Third Law  
The (orbital period)2 is proportional  
to (semi-major axis)3 

P2 # a3 

If you know the 
 orbital period of a planet 

 in the Solar System 

 you can use 
 Kepler’s 3rd Law 

to determine 
 its distance from the Sun 

relative to 
 Earth’s distance (1 AU) 



  “Hooke”d on a problem 

               A scientist’s inspiration  

Halley,  architect  Christopher Wren 

and physicist  Robert Hooke 

to have derived 
Kepler’s Laws of 
planetary motion 

talked in 
January 

1684 
and  

Hooke 
claimed 



  “Hooke”d on a problem 

               A scientist’s inspiration  

Hooke  could not produce his general derivation 
and  Halley  was suspicious of the claim 

This spurred him to raise the problem 
in August 1684 with his friend Newton 

who was inspired by 
 Halley’s interest and enthusiasm 



  “Hooke”d on a problem 

               A scientist’s inspiration  

Hooke  could not produce his general derivation 
and  Halley  was suspicious of the claim 

In November 1684,  Newton  presented  Halley with 
a 9-page manuscript “De moto corporum in 
gyrum”  (“Of the motions of a body in orbit”) –  
Kepler’s laws derived with an inverse-square force 

This spurred him to raise the problem 
in August 1684 with his friend Newton 

who was inspired by 
 Halley’s interest and enthusiasm 



  “Hooke”d on a problem 

               A scientist’s inspiration  

Halley  was impressed and pleaded with  Newton  
to present more such work to the Royal Society 

 Newton  was consumed 
 by this and spent the 

 next two years writing 
 what would become 

 Philosophiæ Naturalis 
 Principia Mathematica 



  “Hooke”d on a problem 

               A scientist’s inspiration  

Halley  was impressed and pleaded with  Newton  
to present more such work to the Royal Society 

 Newton  was consumed 
 by this and spent the 

 next two years writing 
 what would become 

 Philosophiæ Naturalis 
 Principia Mathematica 

 But this is NOT 
 the end of the story 



  “Hooked  on a fish 

               A scientist’s nightmare  
This is a red gurnard  
as depicted in  
Francis Willughby’s  
De Historia Piscium 
(“The History of Fishes”) 



  “Hooked  on a fish 

               A scientist’s nightmare  
This is a red gurnard  
as depicted in  
Francis Willughby’s  
De Historia Piscium 
(“The History of Fishes”) 

The Royal Society consumed almost their entire 
budget in 1686 to publish “The History of Fishes” 
which was a commercial disaster 
 

They had no money left to publish Principia 



  “Off the hook 

               A scientist’s saviour  
This is a red gurnard  
as depicted in  
Francis Willughby’s  
De Historia Piscium 
(“The History of Fishes”) 

The Royal Society consumed almost their entire 
budget in 1686 to publish “The History of Fishes” 
which was a commercial disaster 
 

They had no money left to publish Principia 
 
 

Halley stepped in and underwrote  
the publication of the first edition !"!#$%&!'()*!!



insurance salesman 

       What about my original question? 

What’s the connection between 
  gravity and life insurance ?  



Sir Edmond Halley 
was the ‘inventor’ of  life insurance 

Halley was a very clever scientist !!! 

insurance salesman 

               The Halley connection  



The first  
actuarial  
table 

Sir Edmond Halley 
was the ‘inventor’ of  life insurance 

Halley was a very clever scientist !!! 

               The Halley connection  



From “An estimate of the degrees of the mortality of   
mankind, drawn from curious tables of the births and  

funerals at the city of Breslaw; with an attempt to 
ascertain the price of annuities upon lives”     (1693)  

The first  
actuarial  
table 

Sir Edmond Halley 
was the ‘inventor’ of  life insurance 

Halley was a very clever scientist !!! 

               The Halley connection  



  A  Physics Trivial Pursuit question? 

Q.   What’s the connection between 
   gravity and life insurance ?  

A.   Halley, friend and funder of 
 Newton, and a clever scientist 
 in his own right 



              A  question of morality? 

Q.   What would you do  
 to possess the most  

      exquisite scientific data  
        on Earth ?  



                  Geocentric Universe  

In ancient times, the Sun, Moon and stars were thought to be 
fixed on different transparent “celestial spheres” all revolving 
at different rates around the unmoving Earth at the centre 

To answer this, we must go back in history " 



                Torontocentric Universe  



                  Geocentric Universe  

The ancient Greeks put the stars and planets 
and the Sun and Moon on different spheres centred on us 



    The night sky over the Tiede volcano 



and under 
    The night sky over the Tiede volcano 



    The night sky over the Tiede volcano 
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      Diurnal circles over the Tiede volcano 
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                     Looking at the sky  



Can you tell 
if some stars 
are closer 
than others? 

                     Looking at the sky  



                     Looking at the sky  

Can you tell 
if the bird 
is closer 
than the jet? 



You know that the bird 
is closer than the jet 

Unless the bird 
happens to be 

Rod
an! 

                     Looking at the sky  



Or this happens 
to be the jet 

Rod
an Junio

r! 

                     Looking at the sky  



What you see 

View from the side 

                     Looking at the sky  



Can you tell 
if some stars 
are closer 
than others? 

                     Looking at the sky  

No 



It looks to us like all the stars are projected on a 
big sphere centred on us, like a planetarium dome 

(where this picture was taken)  



                  Geocentric Universe  
The Ptolemaic model 

Claudius Ptolemy – 
living in Rome near 
100 AD – developed 
a geocentric model 
that could predict the 
positions of planets 
in the sky over time 



                  Geocentric Universe  
Mars moving “backward” 

The model could also explain why planets sometimes 
 move backward in the sky, in what are called retrograde loops 



                  Geocentric Universe  

reproduced  
retrograde motion 

Epicycle and deferent 

The Ptolemaic model 



                  Geocentric Universe  
Epicycles and retrograde loops 



                  Geocentric Universe  
The Ptolemaic model 



                  Geocentric Universe  
The Ptolemaic model  got the apparent motions right! 

 up to accuracy of the observations at the time, about 10 arcmin ~ 1/6º  

A planetarium projector is 
essentially a mechanical version 
of a Ptolemaic model 



                  Geocentric Universe  

Ptolemy’s major written work  
was renamed the Almagest  
(“the greatest compilation”)  
by Arab scholars who  
preserved the Greek  
scientific knowledge  
during the “Dark Ages”  
 
 
 
Ptolemy’s model of the  
Universe held sway for  
about 1500 years! 

The Ptolemaic millennium 



          Heliocentric Solar System  

Polish astronomer Nikolai Copernicus (1473 – 1543) 
proposed that the Sun is at the centre of the Solar System 

and the planets, including Earth, orbit the Sun in circles 

The beginning of the Copernican revolution 



Jan Matejko 



          Heliocentric Solar System  

Polish astronomer Nikolai Copernicus (1473 – 1543) 
proposed that the Sun is at the centre of the Solar System 

and the planets, including Earth, orbit the Sun in circles 

The beginning of the Copernican revolution 

Copernicus’ book 
 De Revolutionibus  

was published 
 in 1543 
 after he 

 died  



Copernicus’ model explains retrograde motion 

As Earth and Mars revolve 
around the Sun at different 
speeds, Earth “laps” Mars, 
making it appear that Mars 
is going backwards briefly   

          Heliocentric Solar System  



Copernicus’ model explains retrograde motion 
 more simply than Ptolemy’s epicycles 

          Heliocentric Solar System  



Copernicus’ model wasn’t accepted right away 

Like Ptolemy and all other 
astronomers up to that time, 

Copernicus believed that 
celestial bodies moved in 

perfect circles.  To explain the 
changing rates of the planets’ 

motions with circular orbits,   
the Copernican model also 

required epicycles 

          Heliocentric Solar System  



Understanding the true motions of planets 

Danish astronomer Tycho Brahe was the 
best observer of stellar and planetary 

motions before the onset of telescopes   

          Heliocentric Solar System  

He built an observatory 
 on the island of Hven: 

Uraniborg (“Sky Castle”) 



Understanding the true motions of planets 

Danish astronomer Tycho Brahe was the 
best observer of stellar and planetary 

motions before the onset of telescopes   

          Heliocentric Solar System  

He built an observatory 
 on the island of Hven: 

Uraniborg (“Sky Castle”) 
 

With no telescopes but  
with giant quadrants, 

Tycho Brahe measured 
planetary positions to an 
accuracy of 1 arcminute 



Understanding the true motions of planets 

Danish astronomer Tycho Brahe was the 
best observer of stellar and planetary 

motions before the onset of telescopes   

          Heliocentric Solar System  

He was also a party animal 
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          Heliocentric Solar System  

He was also a party animal 
who 

 

!   lost his nose 
in a sword duel 

as a young man   
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Understanding the true motions of planets 

Danish astronomer Tycho Brahe was the 
best observer of stellar and planetary 

motions before the onset of telescopes   

          Heliocentric Solar System  

He was also a party animal 
who 

 

!   lost his nose 
in a sword duel 

as a young man 
 

!   drank heavily 
 

and 

!   may have died of a burst bladder 



Understanding the true motions of bladders 

A friend of Brahe delivered the funeral 
oration and described his last days: 

 
“The day on which he fell sick 

 was October 13!  
For at the dinner of an illustrious man, 

dining with others as a guest, Tycho 
suppressed his urine, which, having been 
increased by the drawn-out assembly, so 

distended his bladder that, 
 as if displaced, afterward it did not obey 

any more the wanting to cleanse.” 

          Heliocentric Solar System  



Foul play? 

Journalists and authors 
 Joshua and Anne-Lee Gilder 

make a case in their book 
“Heavenly Intrigue” (2004) 

 that Tycho Brahe’s assistant 
Kepler poisoned Tycho 

 to get access to his data faster!  

                  Kepler’s Three Laws  
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Foul play? 

Journalists and authors 
 Joshua and Anne-Lee Gilder 

make a case in their book 
“Heavenly Intrigue” (2004) 

 that Tycho Brahe’s assistant 
Kepler poisoned Tycho 

 to get access to his data faster!  

                  Kepler’s Three Laws  

analysis of a hair follicle from Tycho’s tomb 
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“He was a quiet man " ” 

Johannes Kepler, a German 
mathematician hired as Tycho’s 

assistant, took two decades to 
correctly interpret Tycho’s 

measurements of the positions of 
the planet Mars in the sky 

                              The suspect  



Principles of planetary motion 

                  Kepler’s Three Laws  

Johannes Kepler, a German 
mathematician hired as Tycho’s 

assistant, took two decades to 
correctly interpret Tycho’s 

measurements of the positions of 
the planet Mars in the sky 



Principles of      orbital motion 

Johannes Kepler, a German 
mathematician hired as Tycho’s 

assistant, took two decades to 
correctly interpret Tycho’s 

measurements of the positions of 
the planet Mars in the sky 

 
His three laws of planetary motion 

are still used today, and also 
 apply to the orbits of moons 

 and artificial satellites around 
planets, binary star orbits, 

 and orbits of galaxies in clusters 

                  Kepler’s Three Laws  



Binary stars 

                  Kepler’s Three Laws  

F79!G74421!



                  Kepler’s Three Laws  

H7I+1!

F79!G74421!

Binary stars 

The 2nd star in the handle of the Big Dipper 
 (in Ursa Major) is really two stars 

 orbiting each other 



              A  question of morality? 

Q.   What would you do  
 to possess the most  

      exquisite scientific data  
        on Earth ?  



              A  question of morality? 

Q.   What would you do  
 to possess the most  

      exquisite scientific data  
        on Earth ?  
A?   Go Kepler on your supervisor !  



              One last question 

Q.   What are the stars made of ? 



                             Spectroscopy 

How is a rainbow formed?  



Water droplets suspended in the air during or after a rain 
shower refract and partially reflect sunlight.  The angle of 
refraction depends on the wavelength of the light, so the 
raindrops spread the white light of the sun into a spectrum 

                             Spectroscopy 



Water droplets suspended in the air during or after a rain 
shower refract and partially reflect sunlight.  The angle of 
refraction depends on the wavelength of the light, so the 
raindrops spread the white light of the sun into a spectrum 

                             Spectroscopy 



What’s hidden in a rainbow? 

A high-resolution look at the 
visible spectrum of sunlight 

reveals dark lines in addition to 
the bright background with the 
familiar colours of the rainbow 

                             Spectroscopy 



What’s hidden in a rainbow? 

These dark lines were observed in the solar spectrum by 
optician Joseph von Fraunhofer in 1813, so they became 
known as  Fraunhofer lines 

                             Spectroscopy 



Spectral classification 

Each atom (ion) has its own pattern of spectral lines 
which we can use to recognise the elements in a gas 

                             Spectroscopy 



Spectral classification 

The spectra of stars contain 
 the absorption line patterns of atom, ions and molecules 

                             Spectroscopy 



Spectral classification 

The spectra of stars contain 
 the absorption line patterns of atom, ions and molecules 
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The strengths 
of those lines 
depends 
sensitively on 
the surface 
temperature 
of the star 

                             Spectroscopy 



Spectral classification 

Originally, astronomers sorted stellar spectra in order of the 
strength of the hydrogen Balmer lines 
 

 
alphabetically from A to O 

strongest Balmer lines 

weakest Balmer lines 

photographic spectra 
from the old Harvard Observatory 
negative – so dark absorption lines 
show up as bright features 

                             Spectroscopy 



Spectral classification 

During World War I  
Edward Charles Pickering 

Director of the Harvard 
College Observatory 

 hired women to serve as 
“calculators” to help with his 

new survey of the Milky Way 

Most of these women 
had studied astronomy 

but were not allowed 
by law to work as scientists 

                             Spectroscopy 



Spectral classification 

During World War I  
Edward Charles Pickering 

Director of the Harvard 
College Observatory 

 hired women to serve as 
“calculators” to help with his 

new survey of the Milky Way 

Most of these women 
had studied astronomy 

but were not allowed 
by law to work as scientists 

His scoffing (male) colleagues 
dubbed this team of women 
“Pickering’s Harem” 

                             Spectroscopy 



Spectral classification 

These women were 
patient and meticulous 

classifiers of the 
photographic spectra 

they received from 
Pickering 

                             Spectroscopy 



Spectral classification 

These women were 
patient and meticulous 

classifiers of the 
photographic spectra 

they received from 
Pickering 

Among them was a particularly 
talented and insightful woman: 
Annie Jump Cannon (1863 – 1941) 

                             Spectroscopy 



Spectral classification 

Cannon personally classified over 
a quarter of a million individual 

stellar spectra – tiny faint patterns 
on glass photographic plates 

                             Spectroscopy 



Spectral classification 

She loved what she did so much 
that this was the Christmas card 
 she sent to family and friend in 
1915, describing stellar spectra 

                             Spectroscopy 



Spectral classification 

Cannon realised that the 
strengths of hydrogen lines 

had a more complex 
behaviour and she revised the 
original classification scheme 

in a way which was later 
shown to depend on the 

temperatures of the stars 
inferred from their colours 
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Spectral classification 

Cannon realised that the 
strengths of hydrogen lines 

had a more complex 
behaviour and she revised the 
original classification scheme 

in a way which was later 
shown to depend on the 

temperatures of the stars 
inferred from their colours 

 

She eliminated many of the 
arbitrary alphabetical classes 

and rearranged the rest 
 in order of O to M  

                             Spectroscopy 



Spectral classification 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNO 
became  O B A F G K M  

cooler stars 
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Spectral classification 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNO 
became  O B A F G K M  

cooler stars 

Generations of (mostly male) 
astronomy students memorised 
this spectral sequence with the 
following mnemonic: 
 

“Oh, Be A Fine Girl,  Kiss Me!” 

                             Spectroscopy 



Spectral classification 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNO 
became  O B A F G K M  

cooler stars 

Generations of (mostly male) 
astronomy students memorised 
this spectral sequence with the 
following mnemonic: 
 

“Oh, Be A Fine Girl,  Kiss Me!” 
 

“Oh, Be A Fine Guy, Kiss Me!” 
does work for women but it’s 
still pretty lame 

                             Spectroscopy 



Spectral   jazzification 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNO 
became  O B A F G K M  

cooler stars 

A Canadian jazz singer, physicist 
at the University of Guelph, and 
astronomy enthusiast recorded a  
song in honour of the spectral  
sequence: “Kiss Me Like That” 

www.dianenalini.com 
www.physics.uoguelph.ca/~diane 

Diane Nalini 

                             Spectroscopy 



                       Recipe for the Sun 



What are the raw materials? 

We can measure the concentrations of  
elements in the gas at the surface of  
the Sun from its absorption spectrum  

             Composition of the Sun 
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What are the raw materials? 

We can measure the concentrations of  
elements in the gas at the surface of  
the Sun from its absorption spectrum  

1 Å = 10 nm!

The Sun is made almost entirely of H and He  

 but astronomers didn’t realise this until the late 1920s   

             Composition of the Sun 
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The world in 1927 

!   The first trans-Atlantic telephone call made 
   Canadian Prime Minister William Lyon Mackenzie King calls  

        British Prime Minister Stanley Baldwin 
!   The first solo non-stop trans-Atlantic flight by Lindbergh 
!   World population reaches 2 billion 
!   The year before women were granted the equal right to         
     vote in the UK 

!   The year before sliced bread 
            was sold for the first time 
 

!   The Ottawa Senators  
     win the Stanley Cup! 

       Pioneering events in history 
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The Universe in 1927 

Astronomers at that time ! 
 

!   ! had only just come to realise that the Milky Way was not      
          the entire Universe, and that there were other galaxies 
               based on Edwin Hubble’s observations of a pulsating star in M31 
!   ! were about to find what causes the Sun & stars to shine 
               General Relativity and nuclear physics # thermonuclear fusion 

 

!   ! believed the Sun and stars were made of iron! 

This was based on reasonable observations and inferences  
up to that point in scientific history  

       Pioneering events in history 



The iron Universe 

The average density of the Earth (~5.5 g/cm3) 
left no doubt that the interior of the Earth was 
dominated by heavy elements: iron and nickel 

        Wrong for the right reasons 



The iron Universe 

Samples of the Solar System which fell 
to Earth – meteorites – were often 
found to be made of solid iron & nickel 
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The iron Universe 

The spectrum of the Sun was dominated by 
many absorption lines of iron and other 
chemical elements,  not  hydrogen or helium 

        Wrong for the right reasons 



The iron Universe  
was not defeated by Iron Man  

     A superheroine to the rescue 



Cecilia Payne-Gaposchkin 
1900 – 1979 

The iron Universe  
was not defeated by Iron Man 
but by a clever woman  
with steely resolve 

     A superheroine to the rescue 



“Every high school student knows 
that Newton discovered gravity, 

Darwin discovered evolution, even 
that Einstein discovered relativity. 

Jeremy Knowles 
Dean of Arts & Sciences 
Harvard University 
February 2002 
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“Every high school student knows 
that Newton discovered gravity, 

Darwin discovered evolution, even 
that Einstein discovered relativity. 

 

  But when it comes to the 
composition of the Universe, 

 the textbooks simply say that the 
most prevalent element in the 

Universe is hydrogen.   
 

And no one ever wonders 
 how we know.” Jeremy Knowles 

Dean of Arts & Sciences 
Harvard University 
February 2002 
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                                                                                                                        A pioneer 

Born in England, Cecilia was inspired 
to pursue astronomy when she 

witnessed a meteor flash across  
the sky one night 

A young girl looks skyward 



                                                                                                                        A pioneer 
A rising star 

She studied botany, physics 
and chemistry at Cambridge 

 
Cecilia then moved to US 

to pursue her studies at 
Radcliffe College, 

a coordinate college of 
 Harvard University 



In her 1927 Ph.D. thesis (the 
first in astronomy granted at 
Harvard), Cecilia Payne 
applied for the first time the 
correct physics to interpret 
the absorption line features in 
the Sun’s spectrum  

                                                                                                                        A pioneer 



where: 
 
•      is the density of atoms in the ith state of ionization  
•      is the degeneracy of states for the i-ions  
•      is the energy required to remove i electrons from a neutral atom  
•      is the electron density  
•      is the thermal de Broglie wavelength of an electron  

                         
•      is the mass of an electron  
•      is the temperature of the gas  
•      is the Boltzmann constant  
•      is Planck's constant  

For a gas composed of a single atomic species: 

if only one level of ionisation is important 
so  n1 = ne and the number density  n = 
n0 + n1, where $ is the ionisation energy 

       Some of the correct physics 



digital version of the solar spectrum 



Payne showed that 
 the Sun and stars 

 all have similar chemical 
compositions, and that 
 the Sun has extremely 
 high concentrations of  

    hydrogen and helium, 
despite the strong belief 

 at the time that these 
were tiny constituents 

compared to iron  
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                     A star of the stage  



                     A Canadian star  

Helen Sawyer Hogg 



Payne showed that 
 the Sun and stars 

 all have similar chemical 
compositions, and that 
 the Sun has extremely 
 high concentrations of  

    hydrogen and helium, 
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compared to iron  
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is the emotional thrill of being the 
first person in the history of the 
world to see something or to 
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Nothing can compare with that 
experience"”  
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“The reward of the young scientist  
is the emotional thrill of being the 
first person in the history of the 
world to see something or to 
understand something.  
 

Nothing can compare with that 
experience"  
 

The reward of the old scientist  
is the sense of having seen a 
vague sketch grow into  
a masterly landscape.” 

                                                                                                                        A pioneer 



     Did any questions crop up? 
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Now at a  
theatre 
near you 
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Alien worlds      



  

Alien real estate      



21,000 

I’ve become a 
real estate agent 

to science fiction writers 
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               Exoplanet HD 80606 b 
This planet 
has a very 
elongated 
orbit with a 
period of  
112 days 
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The planet moves fastest 
when closest to the star 

 

 Its distance from the star 
changes dramatically 

 in only a few days 

Climate change? 
A few °C in a century? 

 

Try 400°C in a week! 
A climate rollercoaster.  

The fast change in the 
brightness of sunlight 

changes the whole 
 planet’s weather 

in a few hours 



          Weather on a alien world 

models of atmospheric flow 
patterns after closest passage to the star 
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